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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Challenge from the President!  The Whitetail Bowmen Archery Club is a 

wonderful organization in more ways than one.  It’s a place where archers can 

practice is a safe and convenient location.  It’s a place where you can socialize 

with people that have the same interests as you and a place where you can 

make lifelong friendships.  It’s a shame that not all archers in the Aberdeen 

area are aware of our club and what the benefits are.  My challenge to all of 

our members is to recruit at least one person into the club this year.  It could 

be a relative, a hunting partner, a friend or just someone you know that likes 

the sport of archery.   Even if this person has never shot a bow before, get 

them out and teach them how fulfilling this sport is.  If you know someone 

that would like to try archery, please have them contact one of the board 

members or email us.  Any of the board members would be happy to meet 

with that person or even a family to make that important first step. 

Kurt Smith  
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2018 BOARD 
MEMBERS 

President:  Kurt Smith            

380-1211 

Vice President: Jim O’Connell 

290-1972 

Secretary: Steve Rudebusch    

715-5572 

Treasurer:  Chad Weber         

380-0578 

Marie Rudebusch (Targets and 

Publicity)  715-5573 

Jim Zirbel 

(Grounds/Maintenance             

377-3271 

Chris Beusch (Concessions)  

290-1798 

Tom Fritz (Clubhouse and 

Bathrooms) 290-5314 

Mark Lemmon (Tournaments 

and Trophies)  824-0782 

 

 

You might use a sidebar for a 

brief story about an important 

event or a company success 

story that you want to 

highlight. 

This is also a great place to 

show off your mission 

statement or other content 

you want to highlight boldly 

Upcoming Events 

Outdoor Range Cleanup: 

Postponed to April 28th  

Benefit Indoor  3D shoot:             
May 12th                            

Tournament of Roses: June 

9th, 10th
 

Special Thanks! 

Thanks to Bobbie Zirbel for 

installing new carpet on the 

steps.  Also thanks to Tom Fritz 

and Tom Lewis for installing the 

new cabinets in the bathroom. 

 

 



New Improvements at the Outdoor Range 

This spring a new wooden rail fence and metal gate will be installed at the entrance of the 

range. The fencing will match the current fence that surrounds the practice range area.  

Please check for updates on Facebook to see when we may need help with the project.  

For more information contact Jim Zerbil at 377-3271 

  

S T A T E  I N D O O R  T O U R N E M E N T  M E M B E R S  C O M P E T E             

I N  Y A N K T O N ,  S D  

 

Members of the Whitetail Bowmen Club attended the state indoor shoot in Yankton, SD. On March 
23rd and 24th.  These are the results of what our members placed in their category.  

 

Loren Hassebroek 1st place :  Gail Kyer 1st place: Kevin Kyer 1st place: Emma Wilson 1st 

place: Abby Nagel 2nd place: Ian Kyer 2nd place: Cassie Shultz 2nd place:  Katlyn Kyer 2nd 

place: Devynn O’Connell 2nd place: Aubrey O’Connell 3rd place. 

 

2 0 1 8  Y O U T H  B A N Q U E T  W E L L  A T T E N D E D  

 

About 170 people attended the Youth Banquet on April 2nd to enjoy celebrating the youth 

members achievements during the Youth League shoots.  Lots of smiles and lots of pizza 

was eaten.   

Feel Free to email us at: whitetailbowmenarchery@gmail.com 

 

New 

sponsorship 

Program 

Thanks to the inspiration of 

Dana Ringgenberg along 

with his committee members 

of Jim O’Connel and Mark 

Lemmon, a new sponsorship 

program has been 

implemented.  Local 

merchants will now be able 

to advertise at both the 

indoor and outdoor range for 

a set fee.  A sponsor can 

sponsor a single lane at the 

outdoor range or multiple 

lanes.  If you are interested 

in sponsoring a lane or 

advertising your business at 

the indoor range, please 

contact Dana at 605-228-

4222. 

 

Adopt a lane at 

the outdoor 

range! 

The board of directors is 

asking members to adopt a 

lane or multiple lanes at the 

outdoor range.  The members 

would be responsible to keep 

the lane trimmed and come 

up with any beautification 

ideas.  They will not be 

responsible for mowing the 

lane.    During the state field 

tournament participants will 

be asked to choose the lane 

they thought was the most 

maintained and looked the 

best.  The winners will be 

awarded with a prize. 

 

   



B E N E F I T  S H O O T  S C H E D U L E D  F O R  M A Y  1 2 T H  

The club will be sponsoring a benefit 3D indoor shoot on May 12
th

.   Here are 
the detail:.  Please join us for a worthy cause to help TiAnne Mohror and family with 
medical and other expenses for her Leukemia treatments.  

Archery Spilt Pot Money Shoot on May 11 at 7:30. $10. 
May 12 Registration 9am to 5pm 
1 Day Only $10 per person per round.  
All proceed donated to the family.  
Free Will Donations also accepted.  
Concessions available. 
Kids and Adults Welcome  

           Archery Tip of the Month 

Paper tuning 101 

By: P.J. Reilly 

Straight as an arrow. 

It’s a saying that’s used beyond archery, but archery is its root. 

Achieving perfect arrow flight, or, getting your arrows to fly as “straight as an arrow,” should be 
the goal of every archer. If your arrow flight is true, then the sky’s the limit for accuracy. 

Paper tuning is one of the most common ways compound archers using mechanical releases 
determine whether their arrows are leaving their bows in a straight line. 

(Shooting a compound bow with fingers is more like shooting a recurve bow, and Lancaster Archery 
Supply recommends bare-shaft tuning in such cases. That’s a topic for another day.) 

Through paper tuning you can determine that your arrow rest, bowstring and nocking point are all 
perfectly aligned, and that you are shooting the proper arrows for your setup. It also lets you know 
if your hand position on the bow and your shooting form are both correct. 

So what you’ll need to paper tune is your bow and some arrows, a frame that can hold paper for 
you to shoot through, a target backstop and a shooting range.  

Your frame needs to hold the paper by all four corners, so it is rigid when you shoot through it. And 
the frame needs to be positioned high enough that you can shoot straight through it. You don’t 
want to shoot at a steep angle up or down. 

There’s a do-it-yourself paper tuning kit made by .30-06 Outdoors that provides a frame and paper 
to shoot through. All you have to do is set it on a stand holding the paper at roughly chest height. 

Place your target backstop 4-6 feet beyond the paper, so the arrow can pass all the way through 
the paper before it hits the target. You should stand about 6 feet away from the paper.  

Before you shoot, you must make sure your hand position on the bow grip is correct. Check out this 
article for information on that subject.  

If you are torqueing the bow at the shot, due to improper hand position, none of the bow settings 
will matter. You will have erratic arrow flight. 

Also, you must get a smooth, clean release. Don’t slap the trigger or pull your release hand out to 
the side. Simply pull straight back through the shot with your release. 

Welcome to our 

new members. 

Blair Andrews, Brett Andrews, 

Casey Dennert, Grant Gappa, 

Chelsea Gappa, Jonathan Hanson, 

Todd Hauge, Barb Hauge, Addison 

Hauge, Talon Hauge, Blake Hauge, 

Skylar Hirschkorn, Steven Kent, 

Dylan Kessler, Kira Knife, Scott 

Kuck, Tiye Murra, Logan Milsson, 

Trent Piseno, Logan Piseno, 

Greyson, Piseno, Lydia Scoby, Paul 

Swanston, Brandon Ullrich, Alyssa 

Ullrich, Keith Waldman, Jessica 

Waldman, Easton Waldman, Chad 

Wiszhaar, Amund Weiszhaar, 

Kennedy Weiszhaar, Emma 

Weiszhaar, Talia Bowman, Ryder 

Bowman,  Jaxson Bowman, David 

Wick, Kimberly Hoenke, Mikal 

Hoenke, and Tim Zinter. 

Recipe of the Month 

Deer Steak and Potato Poppers 

Steak and potatoes are an All-American 

Meal—and especially so when the meat 

is a fresh chunk of whitetail venison. 

(Though feel free to use mule deer, elk, 

moose, or even antelope.) These 

poppers come together quickly and cook 

fast.                                             

Ingredients                                      1 

deer steak                                           15-

20 tater tots Kosher salt  Black Pepper                                      

Directions:  With a sharp knife, cut the 

elk steak lengthwise in ¼-inch slices. 

Depending on the size of the steak, you 

may also need to cut the slices in half so 

that each piece is approximately 2 

inches in length and about ¾ inches 

wide. Season the slices with a liberal 

pinch of kosher salt and freshly ground 

black pepper. Cook the tater tots on a 

baking sheet in a 400-degree oven until 

they’re crisp, which should take 15 to 20 

minutes.While the tots cook, start your 

charcoal, or preheat a propane grill to 

medium-high.    To assemble the 

poppers, wrap a length of deer steak 

around each tater tot, securing it with a 

toothpick. Place the poppers on the grill 

and cook, turning  often, until the steak is 

cooked to medium-rare or medium. Plate 

the poppers and drizzle them with  

Steakhouse-Style Sauce.  

 

http://www.lancasterarchery.com/blog/author/pjreilly/
http://www.lancasterarchery.com/blog/correct-hand-position-is-key-to-a-good-shot/
http://www.lancasterarchery.com/blog/correct-hand-position-is-key-to-a-good-shot/


So you take a good shot through the paper. What you want to see is a round hole with three or four slices extending out from it – depending 
on the number of fletchings on your arrow. 

If you see that, yell, “Bullet-hole!” and don’t change anything. Your setup is perfect. 

Short of the bullet hole, what you’ll see is a tear that features a rounded end where the arrow point went through the paper, and a three- 
or four-slotted hole made by the fletched end of the arrow. 

Think about the layout of your tear to figure out how your arrow is flying. If the rounded end is down and the fletched hole is above it, for 
example, then you know your arrow is flying nose down, with the point below the nock. 

Nock left tear. 

Here’s a list of tears, and the most common remedies for each. 

1. NOCK HIGH – Move your nocking point down, or your rest up. 
2. NOCK LOW – Move your nocking point up, or your rest down. 
3. NOCK RIGHT – Move rest away from the riser on a right-handed bow, toward the riser for a lefty. This tear also can mean your 

arrow’s spine is too stiff. Switch to an arrow with a weaker spine, or you can increase the point weight on your arrow, which will 
weaken its spine. 

4. NOCK LEFT – Move rest toward riser for right-handed shooter, away for a lefty. This tear also can mean the arrow’s spine is too 
weak. Switch to an arrow with a stiffer spine, or reduce your point weight. To start, the arrow shaft should be level from the 
nocking point to the shaft. 

If you’re scratching your head over the fixes to the rest for point-right and point-left tears, know that many archers struggle with solving 
horizontal tears, because the corrective action is counterintuitive.Logic  would seem to dictate that if the paper tear shows the nock is left 
of the point – commonly called a nock-left tear – then you should move the rest left, to push the point left. But that’s not the case. What 
happens is, the arrow wants to fly in the direction of the string’s travel. So if your rest is too far to the left, the point will kick to the right 
as it leaves the rest to follow the string path, and your paper hole will show a nock-left tear. Move the rest right to solve the problem. 

Now what we’ve listed are common fixes for imperfect tears. If you try the suggested fix and you still get a tear, there could be issues not 
involving the rest or the nocking point. Unless you’re shooting a single-cam bow, check the timing of your cams. These cams will have timing 
marks that allow you to see how they’re rotating. If one is rotating faster than the other, you’ll get paper-tuning tears. To synchronize them, 
you’ll need a bow press, because you’ll have to twist the cables. Or you can take your bow to your local pro shop and let them fix the 
problem. 

If your arrow is making contact with the rest, that can cause paper-tuning tears. Spray your fletchings with white, aerosol foot powder and 
then shoot that arrow. If it’s making contact, you’ll see lines in the powder. Rotating the nock often will eliminate the contact problem. 

Take three shots through the paper each time you make a setting adjustment. If all three shots show the same paper tears, then you know 
they’re likely the result of issues with your bow, rather than your form.                                         

2018 Youth League Award Winners 

10 Yard Best Handicap ;   *3rd place Erika -Avg 331  *2nd place Halee Harder -Avg 335    *1st place Taylor -

Avg 344 

10 Yard  Best Scratch;  *3rd place Russell Walberg-Avg 266-High game 294   *3rd place Gage -Avg 266-High 

game 286   *2nd place Jaydon -Avg 267-High game 288    *1st place Dalton Rernleither-Avg 273 - High game 

295 

20 Yard Best Handicap:   *3rd place Eilert Market-Avg 298   *2nd place Gavin Scherbenske-Avg 299   *1st 

place Levi Hoffman-Avg 323 

20 Yard Best Scratch:   *3rd place Aaron Walberg-Avg 267 - High game 289   *2nd place Morgan Prouse - Avg 

269 - High game 289 *1st place Eilert Marken - Avg 277 - High game 291 


